
 

 

TED TALK WITH MARTIN UMC FRIENDS AND FAMILY 

Promise yourself 
To make all your friends feel that  

there is something worthwhile in them. 
 
Negative words said repeatedly can easily become a truth to the person receiving the 
remarks. When children or adults hear words like “You made such a stupid decision,” or 
“There you go wearing those ugly clothes again,” or “Maybe you should lose some 
weight,” they believe the message. He/she soon lives life far below their potential. I 
implore you to work hand in hand with peacemakers, Christian and otherwise, to 
change the way people are treated. 
 
Some bully or well-meaning teacher, classmate, coworker, or family member may have 
said similar words to you. Maybe they gossiped about you. The person(s) sending 
volatile and unmerited messages may have caused “I’m unworthy” feelings. The 
messages are destructive to the self-confidence and damage life for their victim. 
 
Worse than comments about decisions, clothing, or weight are remarks spoken from 
angry hearts. The mouth opens expressing hostility and hatred.  Harmful words in 
antagonistic voices by members of one race toward other races intensifies anger levels. 
People whose philosophies and values are under attack may be…African, Hispanic, 
Caucasian, American Indian, Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islanders, Asian, or Alaska 
Native, and so on, and so on.... 
 
Race is not the only issue Christians must consider. Gender, status, women, people over 
65, gays and lesbians (the entire LGBTQ community), religious organizations including 
Muslim, Jew, Sikh, Hindu, Catholic, Protestant.  Each faces fiery words from generally 
loving people vehemently disagreeing with choices and philosophies.  
What a pity! 
 
And then there are the “4-P” professions…Pilots, Police, Physicians and Pastors. Each 
are high insurance risks due to danger and stress, and all are targets for hateful 
messages. Too many justifiably. Too many by association. Harsh words toward every “P” 
person are frequently due to the tough stances the “Ps” must take. It is clear respected 
physicians and pastors are taking heat in this pandemic due to their efforts to protect 
and save lives. 
 
We Christians know how Jesus the Christ reacted to religious and civic leaders who 
blatantly rejected human equality. His teachings and examples clearly indicate a 
genuine love for “all” God’s people. I believe he expects the same from us. 



  

 
A UMC Pastor friend, Rev. Dr. Alphonetta Wines made the following observations about 
Jesus in an article for “workingpreacher.org” (September 5, 2017). There she quoted the 
Apostle Paul in 2 Corinthians 7, “we walk by faith, not by sight”.  
 
Dr. Wines wrote, “questions of diversity and inclusiveness mean asking if the church is 
fully committed to following Jesus’ commandment to love God and our neighbors as we 
love ourselves.” She asked her readers to consider how Jesus challenged people to see 
with “spiritual eyes” rather than “physical eyes”, and she made these observations: 
 

Jesus looked at a raging storm and saw peace. 
Jesus looked at a lunch for one and saw a banquet for 5000… 
Jesus looked at a mustard seed and saw mountain-moving faith. 
Jesus looked at a woman alone at a well, and saw the first evangelist. 
 

Perhaps we can find peace when we begin to see people living in tough circumstances as 
beloved creatures of God. Perhaps seeing through spiritual eyes, will help us overcome 
global bias and prejudice. Perhaps we should look through the spiritual eyes of Jesus, 
the greatest teacher of all time.   
God, let it be so. 
 
When sentences begin with “You always,” or “You never,” or “You can’t,” the rest of the 
words in the sentence become indelible pictures about how poorly one dresses, looks, 
believes, or performs. It is conceivable that people cower after the first two words and 
don’t hear the rest of the sentence. So many negatives—so many times emotionally 
abused. 
 
Optimistic Christian people should ask, “How can I make this person feel there is 
something worthwhile in him or her?” Next, believe the answer will result in a positive 
statement you first imagine then deliver. Positive thoughts stop personal attacks and 
changes emphasis from negative to affirming. 
 
So today, I challenge you to focus on the Optimist Creed for this message.  I added a 
couple of words, because I can. I trust you will understand and help me spread this 
“edited” creed: 
 

Promise yourself: 
To make all your friends (and people you don’t know, and enemies, and 

people in distress, and people living in poverty, and people who are 
hungry, and family members old and young alike) feel that there is 

something worthwhile in them. 
 
 
Peace always. 

Ted 


